
 

Tips for healthier life style 
1) Don’t diet eat healthy  

2) Make water your go to drink!! Add lemon or cucumber for flavor and health benefits  

3) Drink Healing Tea, Black Coffee, Green Tea, Oolong Tea  

4) Add spices to your foods  

5) Sleep 7-8 hours every night  

6) Drink 8oz of warm water 10 minutes before each meal.  

7) Track your nutrition intake to learn how it is effecting your body. Journal everything you eat 

8) Start looking at all food labels!! Only eat things with 5 ingredients or less and all you must know what they are and 
a natural food not a chemical or process item.  

9) When cooking dinner prep for breakfast and lunch tomorrow. Saves time and helps guarantee better future meals.  

10) Avoid the “F It Days” These are the days when you have one bag meal and say “F It” to the rest of the day…and 
many times this turns into multiple days.  

11) Slow down and unplug!! There a 1000s of studies that show healthier people take 15-30 minutes to eat a meal 
this helps with digestion, lowers the risk of over eating and helps the body with control of intake of calories and 
hormone reaction to the meal. Unplug! Turn off the TV and put away the electronics! Studies also show that you eat 
more when plugged in. Your body also slows down and burns less calories watching tv then sleeping. This helps you 
be mindful of what and how much you are eating plus helps the body process food better.  

12) Eat by yourself or only with other healthy eaters. We are more likely to eat the same way as the people around us 
especially when we just start on the path of changing our lifestyle. So pay attention…are you eating things because it 
is what others are eating?  

13) 10k steps should be a starting goal with 15k steps should something to work your way upto.  

 

 

 



 
Start adding all of these things into your healthy lifestyle daily and you will see a big compounding effect and positive 
change. 

Physical activity and movement is one of the most important aspects to becoming healthier.  

10K steps is what should start being your base line for total steps each day.  

Walking 15 minutes after each meal. Not only will this start helping you reach your goal of 10-15k steps in a day it also 
has many other health aspects!  

1) Helps with digestion  

2) Helps to regulate blood sugar  

3) Helps to reverse insulin resistance  

4) Helps to remove stress 

 

We will start adding in movement / exercise in the coming weeks. Stretches, restorative yoga, exercise routines and 
more! Stay tuned! To adding these things to build on your healthy life style and body!  

 


